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1963 White Paper/Proposal

• Unsolicited proposal from Riccardo and Herb Gursky to NASA

• Submitted 25 Sept 1963 - ~15 months after first discoveries

• Laid out vision for development of  field as 7-Phase program

• Culminating with an X-ray Telescope launched in mid-1968

- Based on a few discrete sources and all-sky background

- Grazing incidence reflection with nested shells (Giacconi & Rossi)

- Mirror diameter 4ft, focal length 30ft, angular resolution a few arcsec



Proposed 30ft Orbiting Telescope



The 1976 SAO Proposal led by 
Riccardo and Harvey

• Unsolicited (again) proposal: Long-lived - 10-year life w servicing

• Telescope: 1.2m OD, ~9m FL, ~0.5” ang res, ~1000cm^2 EA @ 1 keV

• Why 1976? 

- LOXT downsized to HEAO-B in 1973 with 1-year nominal life  

- NASA did not agree to add magnetic torquers to extend mission

• Noel Hinners – NASA AA for Space Science – approved technology and 
mission studies

• MSFC selected, MW hired as Project Scientist, and RG chaired initial SWG 

• SAO and MSFC teamed – for 42 years and still counting!



Some Observations about Riccardo

• Amazing vision for long-term development of  X-ray Astronomy 

• Laid out key steps in 1963 – took a bit longer than anticipated

• Riccardo did not wait to be “asked” – took the lead with NASA 
and science community

• Riccardo did not always win – at least not on first attempt

• Patience not his strength – could not have waited until 1999 for 
Chandra launch

• With foresight, he accepted an offer to become Director of  STScI in 1981



1980 Decadal Survey – Field Report

• Einstein launched and showed that all types of  astronomical objects from 
stars to quasars are X-ray sources

• Provided strong basis for AXAF mission

• Survey recommended AXAF as highest priority major new program 

- Seen as a “permanent” national observatory in space – RG’s dream

-“AXAF will profoundly influence and enhance the development of  
nearly all areas of  …. Astronomy”

- Recommended institutional arrangements similar to STScI to 
manage science operations and facilitate participation of  science 
community



Technology Mirror Assembly

• 2/3 version of  smallest 
Chandra shells

• Sized to fit into XRCF 
at MSFC

• Metrology for mid-frequency 
errors esp challenging

• PE delivered TMA with 90% 
EE within 1” radius

• Met AXAF requirements



Challenges within Astrophysics Division

• HST and GRO underway and SIRTF becomes a free flyer

• Should SIRTF be moved ahead of  AXAF?

• George Field reconfirms priority of  AXAF based on 1980 Survey

• Charlie Pellerin proceeds with AXAF as mission most ready to start Phase B

• Pellerin invites Martin Harwit to lead meeting of  senior astronomers, creating 
Great Observatories concept



Great Observatories Cover the E-M Spectrum 



Meanwhile back at the ranch

• AO in 1983 for instruments/PIs, TS, IDS’s - 2nd SWG formed in 1985 
with Martin Weisskopf as Chair

• Two Phase B studies led by Lockheed and by TRW

• RFP for flight prime contractor in 1988 with PE designated to provide 
finished optical elements to selected team

• TRW team including EK and Ball selected in 1989

• SAO-led team competitively selected for Science Center in 1991



Leon Van Speybroeck and Steve Murray



Challenges within OSSA

• Tops in astrophysics (1980) necessary but not sufficient 
- OSSA encompassed Helio, Planetary, and Earth Science
- typically, 1 new major start per year

• Hubble delays and popularity of  other fields blocked AXAF
• Dramatic change when Len Fisk became AA (1987)

- Josh G and Harvey T met with Fisk at UNH
- AXAF different science from HST – cluster images
- Less complicated with photon counting and queue scheduling 
- TMA demonstrated mirror performance

• AXAF recommended for FY89 new start, but then sidelined by OMB



Chart for President Ronald Reagan

As we leave one century and enter the next ...
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Congress and the Mirror Challenge

• New start request in FY89 budget

• Dick Malow clerk for House Appropriations Subcommittee

- Concerned by ongoing difficulties with Hubble

- Questioned ability to build mirrors even with TMA

• Compromise offered by Malow to NASA and AXAF team

- 3 years to build largest optics pair and demonstrate 
X-ray performance (0.5 arcsec FWHM)

- Funding or cancellation for AXAF depended on meeting
that challenge 



Paraphrased from Riccardo’s Own Words

• While analyzing Uhuru data, I 
came to love discovery for its own 
sake (p143)

• I felt my greatest contribution to 
the field could be to build great 
instruments available to the entire 
astronomical community and to 
operate them in such a way as to 
maximize the scientific returns 
(p143)

• As a young man of  28, I had invented the 
X-ray telescope; at 31, I had discovered the 
first X-ray star and the XRB. The nature of  
the X-ray binaries had become clear with 
Uhuru which also discovered the intergalactic 
plasmas in clusters. Einstein made X-ray 
astronomy relevant to all astronomers. 
Thanks to Chandra, the nature of  the XRB 
has almost been solved by 2002. It seemed as 
if  my scientific career has come full circle 
(p367)

Revolutionary discoveries in astron-
omy stem from new observing tech-
nologies. And so it was with orbiting 

X-ray telescopes. They revealed a Universe 
dominated by luminous, gravity-fed black 
holes and plasmas glowing at tens of mil-
lions of degrees, inside clusters of galaxies. 
Now 60 years old, the discipline requires 
space observatories — outside Earth’s X-ray-
blocking atmosphere — and new, specialized 
optics and detectors. For pioneering these, 
Riccardo Giacconi won the 2002 Nobel Prize 
in Physics.

Giacconi shaped the tools and culture of 
modern astronomy, which centres on large 
facilities that serve the community. He real-
ized the importance of catering to the entire 
observatory life cycle, across the electro-
magnetic spectrum — from conception to 
hardware implementation and operations, 
including calibrations, software pipelines, 
data archives and software tools for users. He 
championed scientific leadership and man-
agement, and integrated teams, with mem-
bers doing both technical work and research. 
His approach is now integral to all major 
international observatories. One result is the 
adoption of data interoperability standards 
for astronomy, developed by the International 
Virtual Observatory Alliance since 2002.

Giacconi died on 9 December 2018 in San 
Diego, California, aged 87. He was born in 
Genoa, Italy, in 1931. His mother, who taught 
in a secondary school and wrote mathematics 
textbooks, spurred him to excel. In 1956, with 
a doctorate on cosmic-ray detection from the 
University of Milan, he moved to the United 
States, as a Fulbright fellow at Indiana Univer-
sity Bloomington and later became a research 
associate at Princeton University in New Jer-
sey. In 1959, Giacconi joined the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology (MIT) spin-off 
company American Science & Engineering 
(AS&E), then in Cambridge. 

Here, with Bruno Rossi of MIT and other 
AS&E physicists, Giacconi conducted a 
series of experiments on the detection of 
X-rays from space. In 1962, with Geiger 
counters flown on an Aerobee rocket from 
the US White Sands Missile Range in New 
Mexico, Giacconi and his collaborators 
discovered the first celestial X-ray source 
(Sco X-1). It was later identified as a neutron 
star that was accreting matter from a low-
mass star companion. The team also detected 
a pervasive celestial X-ray background. 

These discoveries spurred Giacconi’s 
proposal to NASA for a strategic programme 

of X-ray observatories. The first, NASA’s 
Small Astronomy Satellite 1, was launched 
from the Italian San Marco platform off 
the coast of Kenya, on 12 December 1970 
— Kenya’s independence day — and was 
renamed Uhuru, Swahili for ‘freedom’. 
Uhuru performed the first X-ray survey 
of the entire sky. It led to the discovery of 
accreting neutron-star and black-hole 
sources in binary stars, X-ray emission from 
supernova remnants, active galactic nuclei 
and hot haloes in clusters. 

In 1973, Giacconi and his group moved 
to the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for 
Astrophysics. Here, he led the collaboration 
that built and operated the first imaging 
X-ray telescope, the Einstein Observatory. 
This detected X-rays from almost all types 
of object in the cosmos, establishing the 
technique as a branch of astronomy. 

Understanding the X-ray background 
drove Giacconi. It led him to pursue 
telescopes with increasingly higher image 
resolution — notably, the Chandra X-ray 
Observatory, NASA’s flagship mission 
launched on the Space Shuttle Columbia in 
July 1999. Thanks to Chandra, we know that 
this background is mostly due to giant black 
holes with masses up to one billion times that 
of the Sun, swallowing gas clouds and stars.

Early X-ray observations presented a whole 
new set of phenomena. They showed that, in 
some cases, the energy produced by celestial 
bodies is more than can be observed in visual 
light. These findings underpin the present 
understanding of the evolution of binary 
stars, galaxies and the giant black holes at 
their centres, and of the Universe at large.

Giacconi led the opening up of space obser-
vatories to general use — not just by special-
ist operating teams — and the establishment 
of calibrated data archives. Such archives are 
now widely implemented by NASA, and are 
gaining ground in the new generation of large, 
ground-based observatories. As a result, more 
astronomers are embracing multi-wavelength 
observations, from radio to X-rays. Archival 
data get re-used, increasing their discovery 
potential with time (a typical Chandra data 
set is re-published about six times). This 
openness has catalysed a better understand-
ing of the Universe and its evolution. 

In 1981, Giacconi became the first 
director of the Space Telescope Science Insti-
tute (STScI) at the Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity in Baltimore, Maryland, which operates 
NASA’s Hubble Space Telescope. His man-
agement style, developed during his AS&E 
years, shaped the STScI into one of the pre-
mier astronomy centres worldwide. He took 
the same tack when he became director-
general of the European Southern Observa-
tory (ESO) in Garching, Germany, in 1992. 
At the ESO, he oversaw the development of 
the highly successful Very Large Telescope 
in Chile, and was involved in the early devel-
opment of the revolutionary Atacama Large 
Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA). 
He continued to oversee ALMA, together 
with other major US radio telescopes, during 
his five-year tenure as president of Associ-
ated Universities, Inc., which started in 1999. 

Science was Giacconi’s driving force. His 
professional, social and family lives were often 
intertwined, with friends and engagements 
worldwide. Architecture and art were impor-
tant to him: he enjoyed copying Renaissance 
paintings, with which he decorated his home.

He could be blunt and push controversial 
ideas, but he appreciated a vigorous discus-
sion. I remember his disappointment during 
the Harvard years that people did not argue 
with him any more. As Giacconi wrote in 
his autobiography, Secrets of the Hoary Deep   
(2008), he needed to explore uncharted seas. 
He opened new realms to discovery. ■

Giuseppina Fabbiano is senior 
astrophysicist at the Center for Astrophysics 
| Harvard & Smithsonian, and head of 
the Chandra X-ray Center Data Systems 
Division. She met Giacconi in the early 1970s, 
while working on Uhuru data for her doctoral 
thesis. In 1975, she joined his High Energy 
Division of the Center for Astrophysics. 
e-mail: gfabbiano@cfa.harvard.edu  

Riccardo Giacconi
(1931-2018)

Astronomer who opened the X-ray window onto the Universe.
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